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Multimodal Text Style Transfer: Training

validation set. Each pair of instructions, together
with the ground truth instruction and the gif that
illustrates the navigation street view, is presented
Head northwest on W 35th St toward Hudson Blvd E.
StreetLearn
Turn right at the 1st cross street onto Hudson Blvd E.
to 5 annotators. The annotators are asked to make
Turn so the red construction is on your left and the red
decisions from the aspect of guiding signal correctbrick building is on your right. Go forward to the
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intersection and
right. You'll have
a red
brick building
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with machineness and instruction content alignment. Results in
with a red awning on your right.
generated instructions, while +M50 +style denotes pre-training on Manh-50 with
Table 6 show that annotators think the instructions
Speaker with
Head in the direction of traﬃc. Turn right at the first
intersection.
Textual
Attention
style-modified
instructions.
Applying our MTST approach leads to model-agnostic
generated
by ourinMTST
model betterin-describe the
Figure 3:During training, we mask
out the objects
the human-annotated
Multimodal
Text VLN
Moveperformance.
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improvement
on ourdoor
street view
and is objective
more aligned
withthethe groundstructions to get the instruction template.
The training
is to recover
Style Transfer the light. Continue straight.
truth instructions.
instructions with objects.
Multimodal Text Style Transfer: Inference

Case Study We demonstrate case study results to
illustrate the performance of our Multimodal Text
Style Transfer learning approach. Fig. 5 provides
StreetLearn
Turn right onto W 36th St. Turn right onto Dyer Ave.
two showcases of the instruction generation results.
Go to the next intersection and turn left again. There will
As listed in the charts, the instructions generated
Original Speaker be a building with a red awning on your right. Go straight
through the next intersection.
by the vanilla Speaker model have a poor perforSpeaker with
Turn right at the next intersection. Stop just before the
mance in keeping the guiding signals in the ground
Textual Attention next intersection.
truth instructions and suffer from hallucinations,
Multimodal Text Turn right again at the next intersection. On your right will
Style Transfer be scaﬀolding on your right. Turn right.
which refers
to objects
that we
have
nottheappeared in
Figure 4:When inferring new instructions
for external
trajectories,
mask
Figure 5: Two showcases of the instruction generation
the trajectory.
The
with textual
street names in the original instructions
and prompt
the Speaker
model to generate
new attention
Figure 6:A showcase of the instruction generation results. Blue tokens: alignments
results. The red tokens indicate incorrectly generated
object-grounded instructions.
can provide guidance direction. However, the
in-the ground
with
truth. Red tokens: contradictions. Orange bounding box: the
instructions,
while the blue tokens suggest alignments
structions generated in this manner does not utilize
objects in the surrounding environment have been successfully injected into the stylewith the ground truth. The orange bounding boxes
the rich visual information in the trajectory. modified
On instruction.
show that the objects in the surrounding environment
the other hand, the instructions generated by our
have been successfully injected into the style-modified
Results
multimodal text style transfer model inject more
instruction.
Contributions
object-related information (“the light", “scaffoldIn Figure 5, we compare our VLN-Transformer model with the
ing") in the surrounding navigation environment
sibility of constructing an end-to-end framework.
RCONCAT and GA model as baseline, and show the evaluation
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resources and tackle the data scarcity issue for outdoor VLN.
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5 Conclusion
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Figure 1:Our MTST learning framework mainly consists of two modules, namely
the multimodal text style transfer model and the VLN Transformer.

Thanks!

Figure 2:Overview of the VLN Transformer agent. In this example, the agent
predicts to take a left turn for the visual scene at t = 3.
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Table 6: Human evaluation results of the instructions generated by Speaker, Speaker with textual attention and our
Multimodal MTST
Textmodel
Style
withTransfer
pairwise comparisons.

Motivation
Outdoor vision-and-language navigation (VLN) is a challenging task
that requires informative instructions to address the complex navigation environment. We introduces a multimodal text style transfer
(MTST) learning approach and leverages external multi-modal resources to mitigate data scarcity in outdoor navigation tasks.
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